Abstract. This paper presents an approach of a cross-lingual information retrieval which uses a ranking method based on a penalisation version of the Jaccard formula. The obtained results after the submission of a set of runs to the WebCLEF 2006 have shown that this simple ranking formula may be used in a cross-lingual environment. A comparison with runs submitted by other teams rank us in a third place by using all the topics. A fourth place is obtained with our best overall results by using only the new topic set, and a second place was got by using only the automatic topics of the new topic set. An exact comparison with the rest of the participants is in fact difficult to obtain and, therefore, we consider that further detailed analysis of the components should be done in order to determine the best components of the proposed system.
Introduction
In the last years we have been witnesses of a big explosion of information available in Internet. The correct classification of the mentioned information is the most important challenge for the information retrieval field. The fact that the information we are dealing with comes from all around the world and, therefore, from very different cultures with different languages, makes this task even more difficult. Moreover, the current commercial search engines, such as Google and Yahoo, provide only monolingual information retrieval, that is, given a query in a specific language, those systems retrieve query related documents which are written in the same language. In other words, current search engines do not consider the query language when these keywords are matched against the target document set.
Forums dedicated to the analysis of information search and retrieval, more particularly in a cross-language environment, are then needed. The WebCLEF concern is about the evaluation of information retrieval systems using crosslingual web pages. The justification of the WebCLEF track is based on the fact that many issues for which people turn to the web are in essence multilingual. In 2005, the first edition of this competition was done in the framework of the Cross Language Evaluation Forum (CLEF) [1] . In this edition, we have participated in the mixed-monolingual task of the WebCLEF 2006 by using the EuroGOV corpus, which was compiled in 2005 before the WebCLEF campaign. This corpus consists in a crawl of governmental sites in Europe from approximately 27 differents Internet domains. A better description of this corpus can be found in [5] and, therefore, in the next section we will not describe the corpus, but the way we processed it in order to obtain the index terms. Section 3 explains the model we have implemented, whereas its evaluation is presented in Section 4. Finally, a discussion of our participation and the obtained results in this competition are given.
Dataset Preprocessing
The EuroGOV corpus preprocessing phase has presented a big challenge, due to the written different variants of the government web pages. We have found that a big amount of documents do not present a strict html syntax and, therefore, we have written two scripts for obtaining the index terms of each document. The first script uses regular expressions for excluding all the information which is enclosed by the characters < and >. This script obtains very good results, but it is very slow and, therefore, we decided to used it only with three domains of the EuroGOV collection, namely Spanish (ES), French (FR), and German (DE). On the other hand, we wrote a script based in the html syntax for obtaining all the terms considered interesting for indexing. This script speeded up our indexing process but it did not took into account that some web pages do not strictly observe the html syntax; and, therefore, we missed important information from those documents.
Although the EuroGOV corpus is given in UTF-8, the documents that made up this corpus do not neccesarily keep this codification. We have seen that for some domains, the charset codification is given in the html metadata tag, but also we have found that very often this codification is wrong. We consider the charset codification detection the most difficult problem in the preprocessing step.
As usual in the information retrieval systems, we eliminated stop words for each language (except Greek) and punctuation symbols. A good repository of resources for this step is suministered by Jacques Savoy from the Institut interfacultaire d'informatique 1 . A variation on the elimination of diacritics was done; we discuss into detail this approach in Section 4. The same process was applied to the queries. The next section discusses the model we have used in our runs.
The Penalisation-Based Ranking Approach
Nowadays, different information retrieval models are reported in literature [4] [2] . The most popular is the vector space model, however, in practice this model is not viable. In this work, we have used a variation of the boolean model with ranking based in the Jaccard similarity formula. We named this variation "Jaccard with penalisation", because it punishes the ranking score taking into account the number of terms that a query Q i really matches when it is compared with a document D j of the collection. The formula used is presented as follows:
As can be seen, the first component of this formula is the typical Jaccard approximation. The evaluation of this formula is quite fast, and allows its implementation in real situations. The obtained results by using this approach are presented in the next section.
Experimental Results
We have submitted three different runs to the WebCLEF 2006 competition in order to experiment with the use of diacritics and the corpus preprocessing. We have renamed all the runs in this paper with respect to the names reported in [1] . Their new names as well as their name referred in that paper are enumerated with cursive (emphasize) and bold face, respectively, as follows: WithoutDiac (ERFinal), WithDiac (ERConDiac), CDWithoutDiac (DPSinDiac). Table 1 shows the results obtained with each of the three different approximations submitted. The WithoutDiac run eliminates all diacritics in both, the corpus and the topics, whereas the WithDiac run only supresses the diacritics in the corpus. We may observe an expected reduction of the Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR), but it is not significatively high with respect to the first run. This is clearly derived from the amount of diacritics introduced in the evaluation topics set, which is not very high. An analysis of the queries in real situations may be interesting in order to determine whether the topics set is realistic. The last run (CDWithoutDiac) eliminates diacritization in both, the topics and corpus, but also tried a charset detection for each document to be indexed. Unfortunately, from the table we can observe that we did not success in our attempt. Table 2 shows a summary of all the best participant runs submitted to the mixed monolingual task of WebCLEF 2006. The Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) scores are reported for both the original and the new topic set. The first column indicates the name that each team had in the competition, whereas the second column indicates the name of their best run. The scores shown in that table rank us in a third place. In table 3(a) we can see the best overall results by using only the new topic set. Here we have obtained a fourth place, according to the average among the automatic and the manual topic scores. Whereas, in Table 3 (b) we may observe the results by using only the new automatic generated topics. Our second place shows that the penalisation-based ranking is working well for the task proposed in this competition. Interesting is to see that our approach obtains a better behaviour on the new than the original topics. As can be seen in [1] , the new topics were mostly automatically generated; whereas the original where all manually generated. Further investigation would analyse the above mentioned behaviour of the penalisation-based ranking approach presented in this paper. We have proposed a new approach for the ranking formula in an information retrieval system based on the Jaccard formula, but with a penalisation factor. After evaluating this approach in the approximately 75% of queries from the WebCLEF competition, we have obtained the third place in the overall results, among eight participant teams. An evaluation of the use of diacritization in the task has shown that results are not significatively different, which may be suggesting that the set of queries provided for the evaluation does not have a high number of diacritics. Further investigation would determine whether this behaviour is realistic or must be tuned in further evaluations.
The comparison by using only the new topic set ranks the proposed system in fourth and second place for the overall results which uses both, the new topic set and the automatic generated new topics, respectively. We consider that the system proposed may be improved by taking into account a better understanding of the preprocessing phase.
